12 August 2010

Minutes of the CC:AAM Meeting
ALA Annual Conference 2010
Sunday June 27, 2010, 13:30‐15:30,
Washington, D.C., Hilton Washington, Conference Room: Albright

Members present:
Hideyuki Morimoto (Columbia University, Member, CC:AAM Chair), Rebecca Routh
(Univerity of Iowa, Member, MELA Representative), Hikaru Nakano (University of Florida,
Member, Liaison to CC:DA), Xudong Jin (Wesleyan University, Member), Yi Wang (Soka
University of America, Intern), Philip Melzer (LC Liaison), Atoma Batoma (University of
Illinois, Member, African Specialist), Charles Riley (Yale University, Member,
Generalist(ALC)), Julianne Beall (LC Dewey Section, : representing Liaison Giles Martin)
Members absent (all excused):
Wayne V. Richter (Western Washington University, Member, Generalist), Virginia Shih
(University of California, Berkeley, Virtual Member, Southeast Asian Specialist), Alan
Grosenheider (University of Hawaii at Manoa, Virtual Member)
Guests:
Angela Kinney(LC), Robert Rendall (Columbia University), Mieko Mazza (Yale University),
Daniel Yacob (The Ge'ez Frontier Foundation), Abby Dover(Southern Methodist University,
next Intern)
The meeting was called to order at 1:30 pm. After the introduction of each attendee, Hideyuki
Morimoto - the Chair welcomed all present members and guests and conveyed apologies from
those who were unable to attend. The final version of minutes of the CC:AAM meeting at 2010
ALA Mid-Winter in Boston was approved.
Activities of CC:DA


Ms Nakano reported on CC:DA meeting on Sat. 26 June and covered additions to the
report. CC: DA made 5 motions after midwinter.
 It is important to know that Korean Bibliographic File Maintenance is on LC website
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/koreanbfm.html including significant changes on revised
Romanization, word division guideline, Korean Bibliographic File Maintenance and
priority for updating specific rules of documents on the LC’s website.
 The VIAF Testing continues on requests to join from the National Institute of Informatics
(NII) of Japan, as well. Starting in May 2010, VIAF matching expanded beyond personal
names to include corporate names, which by extension will include conferences and
geographic names.
 LC is currently working on drafting Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or Revised
ALA-LC Romanization Tables and the procedure includes that LC will forward
completed draft tables to the chair of the appropriate committee within the American











Library Association. The draft tables for language of Asian and African nations go to the
chair of CC:AAM.
As a result of CC:DA’s review of “Issues deferred until after the first release of RDA”
http://www.rda-jsc.org/docs/5sec6rev.pdf (5JSC/Sec/6/Rev), ALA's decisions on these
issues were complied in Apr. 2010. The document can be retrieved from the CC:DA
home page at http://www.libraries.psu.edu/tas/jca/ccda/reports.html
Two new task forces were authorized to develop proposals for revising the RDA rules for
governmental and non-governmental corporate bodies and heads of state and heads of
government. Non-roman script examples are low priority and not mentioned in the
meeting.
The Task Force on Non-Latin Script Cataloging Documentation submitted final draft
PCC Guidelines for Creating Bibliographic Records in Multiple Character Sets to PCC
Standing Committee on Standards Taskforce for review. The report was posted on PCC
website. http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/scs/PCCNonLatinGuidelinesFinalReport.pdf. The
task force recommends that the PCC libraries pursue options that would allow catalogers
to establish names in original script, either in a separate authority record or in a
designated field within the authority record for the Latin-script heading.
With release of RDA, free open access to RDA toolkits is available until 31 Aug. Most of
errors in database are not corrected yet. Some needed changes are in progress. Taskforce
on RDA is preparing a webinar module, which will be the sole delivery method of course
contents.
The next CC:DA meeting will be held on Monday 8:00 am-12:00 am. And the final
report of CC:DA meeting will be submitted soon by Ms Nakano.

Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or Revised Romanization Table
A draft document, entitled "Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or Revised Romanization
tables" forwarded from Library of Congress (LC) Policy and Standards Division (PSD), dated 15
June 2010 was discussed. Comments have been received from Charles and Wayne. The Chair
has verified from the ALCTS committee meeting that as a part of procedure, the comments are
needed to first go through CCS Executive Committee instead of LC directly. The deadline for
response to PSD is July 19, 2010. It’s decided that the committee is going to submit feedback to
CCS Executive Committee which will consolidate the comments from CC:DA and CC:AAM.
But due to the time constraint, the Chair suggests we hurry up to submit feedback. The Chair
passed the recommendations from Wayne, who is a Mongolian language expert and has been
working with the committees for a long time with various Romanization table proposals. Wayne
suggests that we respond to this draft. Another concern he raised is that some of proposals that
he submitted to LC, although approved, are not showing in Romanization tables’ website.
Charles expressed a concern on the guidelines “Avoiding special Latin script alphabetic
characters as they are not always widely supported in display and printing.” This might not
always be consistent with other existing standards. According to Charles, ISO 6438 was
established as ISO standard back in the 1970s for exchange of bibliographic information in
African languages that included the characters from outside the ranges. The idea is to make
things reversible to the previous standards approved for the languages. He thinks that the
objection and confusion may be the pronunciation-based characters, but phonetic characters are

widely used in the practical orthography of up to 1000 different African languages. Some
modifications have been made since it was published thirty years ago. One of the more recent
comprehensive surveys was entitled Alphabets de langues africaines, edited by Rhonda Hartell,
co-published by SIL and UNESCO in 1993.
Robert Rendall’s comment: what’s provided are Romanization tables, to Romanize non-Latin
script using the characters, therefore this might not be part of Romanization for most languages
under discussion. Charles also agrees that the transcription and Romanization can be considered
separately. The chair reiterates that CC:AAM charge is about Romanization. However, ALC’s
argument is: ISO 6438 itself as ISO standards, was established specifically for African languages
and those characters should be supported. The chair will draft a CC:AAM response incorporating
the comments from Wayne and Charles and send one through CC:AAM listserv.
LC Report: Activities of Library of Congress
Philip made additional comments on p.12 for ASME statistics of copy cataloging of Chinese
language materials. He explained why the number of copy cataloging is going up, what the
number will likely be in the future and the workflow of the copy cataloging work in LC.
For Japanese records, the number of items identified statistically as a copy is going up, because
brief records for the vast majority of new commercially published items are available in OCLC.
Atoma asked questions on the 1st part of the report. At the CC:DA meeting of June 26, 2010, the
announcement of publication of RDA generated a lot of questions from the members of
Committee regarding the future step. He wondered if it indicated that RDA would be adopted
and what LC position was on RDA. Philip answered: The library community demanded a
thorough check. LC is going to start testing it very soon. LC has about 38 testers. 25 other
institutions are going to be testing to see what’s involved in learning, what the differences are
between RDA and AACR2. The three national libraries work together for the test in consultation
and cooperation with ALA as a very high priority. Angela added additional notes that between
Oct. and December 2010, 25 records will be created by each institution. 25 institutions are
involved together including the vendor communities dealing with those technologies, research
and academic libraries. Each division works its ways to create AACR2 and RDA records. The
data field for FRBR has already been populated into the records to get ready for catalog records
created in Oct. There will be a period of analyzing the records to see how to work with different
types of records. She suggests the library wait to see how the test will turn out. All the
information will be on LC website with minutes. LC will keep communities updated on what’s
going on.
Questions have been asked regarding the LC report on p.5 of Thai Romanization tables.
Comments are sought by 24 Sept. LC liaison passed proposed revision of Thai Romanization
guidelines along with a document of comments and discussion between LC, the National Library
of Australia and the University of Wisconsin. It was agreed that Chair was to ask the Southeast
Asia Specialist member what recommended follow-up actions would be. Charles asked if the
revision proposed is based on ISO standards and what are sources of revision. According to LC
liaison, changes are proposed to improve the current table.

For Revised Korean Romanization and Word Division Guidelines and Bibliographic File
Maintenance Project on p.7, the Chair asked if the number of affected records have been
estimated as reported during CC:AAM meeting in ALA Mid-Winter 2010. Philip was not sure if
LC will be able to do that. It did not seem to be realistic to estimate the number.
As for “The Policy & Standards Division is coordinating the resolution of the name heading
issues with the library community in ALA.” on p.11, the Chair asked if the library community
has been consulted and which library community it refers to. Philip is not sure. But as far as he
knows, the issue of Mongolian names is not going to be resolved soon. The head working with
Mongolian is taking the issues to the Standards Division and begin to work with them to try to
bring the issue in such a way that can be represented to this committee. There might be more on
Mongolian names in the near future. The Chair commented that this may refer to Wayne who is a
part of the committee. He made a recommendation related to compound person names a few
years ago and he recently revisited the issue.
Dewey Decimal Classifications Appendix table or schedules:
Giles apologized for not getting the report of OCLC Activities, but he will get one after the
meeting. Julianne Beall drew attention to the Appendix, they are proposing expansion for
historical period of Islam into Hadith. There is a discussion paper on Dewey discussion page
linked to Dewey blog. They are looking for people for reviewing and giving comments for Shia.
ALC Report
Charles provided some highlights on the report:
There is a link to clarify the different impressions between Charles and Hikaru from the CC:DA
meeting at the last ALA Mid-Winter regarding some of the issues such as not including NonLatin scripts examples. For now, RDA does not include non-Latin script examples. There is a
link to CC: DA minutes site specifically talking about the issues deferred until after the first
release of RDA http://www.rda-jsc.org/docs/5sec6rev.pdf (5JSC/Sec/6/Rev. This might help to clarify the
roadmap for RDA.
CEAL Report
Chair prepared and submitted a written report in absence of East Asian Specialist in Mid-Winter
for CEAL report. The Chair does not have anything to add this time since he only attended the
CEAL preconference in March 2010. This is what we know about so far. CEAL is now working
on finalizing the meeting minutes.
MELA Report
Several revisions to LC Romanization draft for Judeo-Arabic were proposed. And the revisions
were incorporated by LC in a revised Romanization draft for Judeo-Arabic. Rebecca is
wondering what’s next. Because of the required expertise, it’s agreed in the CC:AAM meeting
of ALA 2010 Mid-Winter, comments and expertise should be sought from MELA Committee on

Cataloging. MELA will file a report as fast as it could. LC is waiting for feedback for LC
Romanization drafts for Judeo-Persian and Tajik-Persian.
Activities of Committee on Research Materials on Southeast Asia (CORMOSEA),
Subcommittee on Technical Processes
<http://sites.google.com/site/ccsccaam/2010CORMOSEATechnicalProcessesMinutes.pdf?attredi
rects=0>
No representative was present at the meeting, but a written report had been prepared and
distributed on recent activities of the committee.
Activities of Committee on South Asian Libraries and Documentation
(CONSALD)<http://consald.org/meet/200910minutesdraft.html>
No representative was present at the meeting, but a written report had been prepared and
distributed on recent activities of the committee.
New Business: Future Meeting Time
New meeting schedule in the future has been discussed. A concern on the meeting conflict with
AAMES annual program this year was brought to the Chair. The Chair thought this should be
discussed to avoid the conflict of future meeting time. It’s suggested by a member that it may
not be a good idea to have one time event to conflict with permanent committee meeting. The
Chair noted that scheduling is usually done at ALCTS and ACRL level with four or five choices
of time slots. It’s decided that Sunday morning is the preferred time. The Chair will report the
preferred meeting time to CCS Executive Committee.
Open Source Transliteration Tool for Ethiopic
Daniel Yacob from the Ge'ez Frontier Foundation provided a demonstration on open source
Transliteration Tool for Ethiopic which allows cataloger to covert between Ethiopic scrip and
Romanized data. Handouts showing screenshots were distributed to the attendees. Charles
introduced that Daniel had been working on a front-end interface for the transliteration tool for
Ethiopic. Working on mechanizing and automating the process is perpetual challenge. Daniel
noted that during implementation, it’s challenging for the software to understand what
conceptual model is underlining ALA Romanization since the conceptual model is not
necessarily obvious from the Romanization table. The goal of the Romanization system is to help
bridge the gap between the cataloger who performs Romanization and the software which
performs adequately. He recommends that ALA should begin with the Ethiopic script with a
simple mapping such as what's coming in and coming out and should distribute that via
contribution to the International Components for Unicode (ICU) transliteration library.
Following this initial experience, he recommends following on to specifying all ALA
transliterations under the ICU syntax as a way of making the ALA transliterations readily
available to the OpenSource community. He also identified the need to define a definitive
conceptual model, in a modern modeling language, to better facilitate the objectives of

transliteration in software systems. Questions were asked if the Ethiopic script worked like
Romanization of other languages based on one-to-one with diacritics preferred over one-tomultiple characters. Charles and Daniel confirm that unlike Japanese language transliteration
which is more complicated process, Ethiopic transliteration is based on one-to-one correlation.
They are currently looking for test sites and library community which can guide the development
of application. They want to test out how different tables will work out in practice.

Announcements
ALC is proud to have Charles to be the new Chair of ALC Cataloging Committee. Mr. Morimoto
will be rotated out of CC: AAM committee and Ms Nakano will be the new Chair. The Chair
expressed thanks to Yi Wang for taking the minutes and she has completed her term of Intern
and will be a regular member of the committee. Abby will be the next Intern.
Meeting adjourned at 3:30 pm.
Minutes respectfully submitted by Yi Wang

